1 has shown that an additive homogeneous functional defined over a sufficiently large class C of functions can be realized as a Riemann integral with respect to a finitely additive measure V in the space X over which the functions are defined. His proof makes use of the fact that the constant function belongs to C, as a result, V(X) is finite. It is the purpose of this note to show that a similar theorem holds even when V(X) turns out to be infinite. A modification of Bochner's proof would suffice for this stronger theorem. We have chosen rather to treat it as a problem of extending the domain of definition of the given functional.
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Throughout we have used the symbol -> to be read as "implies." The equality ss is used to denote an equality which holds by definition.
Notations. We consider a space X of points x, and real-valued point functions/, g, • • • over X. Given/, g, and real numbers a, 6, we shall write I/I, *f+bg,fg,fAg,fVg,r.r, respectively, for those functions whose values for each x are given by
We shall write a for the constant function f(x) =a, and write ƒ ^g if for each x> f(x) *^g (x) . The function which coincides with ƒ on a set A and is equal to 0 in X-A will be denoted by f A-In particular we write 1A for the characteristic function of the set A. The symbol 0 will denote the empty set.
It is clear that ƒ =/ + --/~", and that
1. -R-measure. 1.1. By an i^-measure in X we shall mean a set'function V(E) defined for sets £ of a family A with the following properties : (2) imply EiHEaGA, Ei-JEiGA, 0GA, X£A.
2. The Riemann integral. Let A be the class of all partitions S of X into finitely many pairwise disjoint sets of A. Given any /èO, bounded on EGA with V(E) < », we define 2 2 £"(ƒ,£) = inf {5"(/,E,5)|ôGA}, 5,a,£)«sup {5 ! (/,E,S)|ôGA}, 2 3 5,(/) s sup {S"(/ f £) I £ G A, F(£) < co },
We define the function classes 2 4 22, s {ƒ | Suit, E) -S { (/+, E)< »,
It is easily shown that the supremum and infimum in 2.2 are in fact monotone limits over the directed set of partitions ô GA, A being ordered by refinement. From this fact and from the definition it then follows that (when £, E lt £ 2 G A and V(E), 7(E<) < ») 2.6 ƒ ^ 0 and £x C £ 2 -^ 0 ^ Suif, Ei) £ S.tf, £2),
2.8 ƒ G ^ ^ (fa G * and f fa = £,(ƒ+, £) -£,(ƒ-, £)),
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2.9 fER and ƒ è ()-+ƒƒ=
2.92 ƒ af+bg = aj f+bj g.
3.
Modules. 3.1. A class C of real-valued functions over X, together with a realvalued linear functional L defined over C, is called a module if it satisfies conditions 3.1 (1)- (11) below, (ƒ, g denote elements of C; a, a real number.) (I) Each ƒ in C is bounded.
(2) f+gec.
The main theorem of this paper is:
gt»e» e>0 and gER, with g^O, tóere exists anfÇ£Csuch that 0^/^g and L (j) éfg<L(f)+e.
Before constructing the i?-measure we prove some elementary properties of a module C. . C* is a module. We show (except for some obvious cases) that C* has properties (l)-(ll) of 3.1. (3) and (8): Suppose g€zC* and, say, a<0. Then {/I ƒ*<**} = {ah\h^g}.
(2) and (7): Suppose gi, g2EC*. Then
Hence
and, dually,
(2) and (7) then follow from the fact that Li(gi+g 2 ) ^L u (gi+g 2 ).
(4) and (5) follow from the inequality
*-ƒ£(* A*)-(/A*).
(11) follows from the fact that every gGC* is covered by an A EC, and that 3.5 does not depend on (11).
4.7. C* is complete, in the sense that the process of extension described in 4.1-4.3 does not yield any new functions when applied toC*.
PROOF. It follows from 4.2 and 4.4 that sup {£*(ƒ) | ƒ E C*, ƒ S g} = sup {L(f)\/eC,fè g}, and similarly for the approximations from above. 4.8. Let C be any module. Given /EC and a number a>0> let 1 0 be the characteristic function of the set {#|/(#)^a}. For each/EC there exists an everywhere dense set S of real numbers a > 0 such that a E«5->l a EC*, where C* is the completion of C. Since C* is a module and is its own completion 'we have as a corollary the same theorem with the weaker assumption/EC*.
PROOF. We shall prove the stronger result that there is at most a countable set {ai} of numbers a t >0 such that l ai is not in C*. Given e>0, consider any a^e and numbers 6, c>0 with crge. For any d^Q letf d =fAdeC.
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(1) <;-!{ƒ« -ƒ«-} àl«â H/* 6 ~ f*h as may be seen by analyzing the three cases
Using 4.6 and (7), (8) of 3.1, we have from (1) that
The outside inequalities imply that 0(a) is a convex function for a^e. Taking limits in (2) Since 0(a) is convex in the interval in question, D~<fr?£D+<t> at most at a countable number of points {a/ }, a' ^e. Hence when a^e is not in {a/ }, D~(j>=^D + (j> and 1 0 GC* by 4.3. By taking successively e = l/n> n -1, 2, • • • , we get at most a countable sum of countable sets-that is, at most a countable set {a*}-in the interval a>0 such that 1 0< is not in C*. 4.9. Let A*= {A \ UEC*}. Then ƒ £C*^ £*(ƒ)= Km £*(ƒ*), where the limit is the limit taken on the directed system A* ordered byD -PROOF. It is sufficient to prove 4.9 for /^0. By 4.8 there exists a sequence a n J, 0 such that the characteristic functions l n of the sets {x\f(x)^a n } are all in C*. Put g n =f-(fAo n ). Then gnGC*, g n^f , and gn-ln=gn. Hence
But inf £*(/-gn)=0 by 3.1, (11), 4.9 for /^0 now follows, since if
5. Extension of L* to "unbounded" functions. 5.1. C**= {f\A GA*-~»/AGC*}. 5.2(a). L**(/)=linu L*(£i) (for ƒ G C**, ƒ ^0). Here the limit is taken as in 4.9. Actually 5.8 is a special case of the following theorem, which however will not be needed for this paper:
5.H. f,gec**-*f-g ec**.
PROOF. Assume O^h, ieC* and IAGC*. It follows from 4.8 that we may subdivide X into a finite number of sets E, such that bj'UGC* and that the oscillation of h and i on each set is less than e. Denoting by a!', &"", ai, bl the maximum and minimum of h and i on E, we have
Hence by the completeness of C* : h • i • \A G C*. The theorem now follows since putting /^ = h and g&=i we have that ƒ-g-lx =ƒA-gxGC* for every l^GC*.
6. The 2?-measure defined by L**. 6.1(a). A={£|l^GC**}. 6.1 (b) . V(E)=L**(U) (for EGA).
6.1(c). A'={£|£GA and V(E) <<*>}.
From these definitions it follows: 6.2. F is an i?-measure as defined in §1. PROOF. The properties (l)-(5) are obvious from §5. As for (6), we have from 3.1 (10) an fGC with L(J)>0. We can assume 0£ƒ(*) g 1. If L*(fU) =0 for all UGC*, then L(f) = 0 by 4.9, 4.5. Hence for one U, L*(f A )>0. But U^ Hence L*(U) = V(A)>0. 
